Investigation the reasons of the occurrence of the Shalil event
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Abstract: One of the biggest problems was Reza Khan to do his favorite changes, nomadic tribe. The overthrow them and take them out of the way and away from the pyramid of power and Karsh was not easy. When Reza Khan on the verge of conquering. The tribe is the largest and most powerful tribe of Iran. The authority of the sacrifices Bakhtiari Constitutional Revolution in Tehran to conquer, National business and government officials, there are oil wells and participate in a 3% profit on their territory. Such a privileged location and resources led to the insight and brilliance Khan meet them and wait for the opportunity. The tribe and the public have to deal with the implementation of its objectives to prepare. This gave him an excuse to miss the event shalil.
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1. Introduction

Shalil event:

One of the incidents had weakness and loss Bakhtiari fast. Would fall Bakhtiari power in Iran, The event was shalil. This happens in about July 1922 hejri shamsi. According to 17 July 1922 AD a group of government troops, commanded by Colonel Hussein Agfa Nassir left the province of destination. The number of this group of 12 officers and noncommissioned, Ride 1939 Infantry, 31 gunners, with their own horses 14 horses in government, belonging to the thirteen mules, a mountainous ball Snyder, three machine gun bullets its maximum and fifteen thousand, one hundred and ninety-gun bullets English village with 36,345 rounds of ammunition, seven Russian carbine rifle bullets with his two thousand, respectively. Although the real purpose of this military deployment is less clear, but Khan apparently was determined to Braked Chasmal to explicitly reason in this regard, if people asked him not to move until the Khuzestan province of Iran is a minor. So why not cut out the Maluku in Khuzestan, and asked the public to suggest that even the puppet is capable of Britain’s most Hazel the same time. But apparently those were instructed to go through the streets of valley Bakhtiari. As guards and forces supporting the ruling Al province are serving (Abadian, 2010).

At this time, Amir Khan Meacham, And Kherson Khan Sandra, Afar Bakhtiari tribe was Began, Entering into the military because they had not informed Bakhtiari soil. So in order Meacham and Sandra Ali Afar Consultation, Amir Mojave. Bakhtiari number of riders with instruction G. A. Khosravi, Sander Fatah and appointees who Secretary Amir Mira Muja hid Hussein colo was orphaned. Finding mission to attack a military column. Their mission found that the Pearl Bridge in shalil (bridge building) are subject Aster thorough as to disarm the militias.4 people Bakhtiari in the war and the government forces were killed and 12 others were disarmed (Pour bakhtiar, 2005).

All machine guns disappeared. Some of the soldiers lost his gun and clothes. The rest of the army to return. Forces that had survived. They said that the bomber force has identified a number of Bakhtiari forces. The research was conducted. The premise of the novel by deaf readers Bakhtiari and personal and Yi observe them and other tribes did not involved. British diplomats, particularly those trying to exaggerate the casualties of the conflict. Said about 100 people were killed and 100 others were wounded. But Kherson Khan Sadder Safer was killed and a dozen military ChaharMahalBakhtiari reports. After the expeditionary forces in regional government Bakhtiari were caught unaware. Since then, the conflict has failed shalil incident became known. Khan who was looking for an excuse to be sworn revenge.

News of this incident, which was humiliating and insulting the army. It was released nationwide. Public opinion was angered by this incident. Strong wave of public hatred towards the perpetrators of the incident spread shalil. At the same time the Social-Democratic Party of shalil action apparently was taken by Bakhtiari. With this tool, Khan’s hatred and resentment of the anti Bakhtiari public opinion in his agitation. Newspapers wrote articles fast with event news. National Council condemned the incident, National figures and is interested to strengthen government control and centralization declared his hatred of the incident (Amiri, 2005)
Bakhtiar the accused was the main event. Quickly denied any involvement in the incident. Stated that the incident took place by nomads. For much of the territory along the road Bakhtiar and Boyer Ahmad passed. During the pre-event and shalil are often distinct frequency domain Bakhtiar road banditry and looting were placed. For this reason he could not vouch for the claims of the Bakhtiar Khans. But Khan's secretary of war without emotion and without doing hasty attempts to exploit this opportunity was obtained. Because the attack occurred in the territory Bakhtiar. The government announced the extradition of responsibility and punishes the perpetrators of this incident that robbed Toys is the responsibility of the Bakhtiar Khans. Their property was plundered troops who were extradited to punish the perpetrators of the incident but were denied (Siddiqui, 2012).

Jaffa Ghoul Khan Sandra Assad says in his memoirs. (I'm going to hit the four people aboard and infantry moved out of the way Saudi Bakhtiar. The nectarine is the name of one of the houses. The attack on the military rulers of Boyer Ahmad, One hundred civilians was killed. Guns, bullets all fell into the hands of robbers. Congregation in Tehran do to stimulate the Khans Bakhtiar know and driving them safely to England.)

So to resolve the Bakhtiar Khans story shall were aching. Tried every way possible to resolve the issue with Khan's secretary of war. On the one hand, the British wanted to help. Lorraine minister in Tehran, which is due for crises shalil. On the other hand, as a representative of the government's war commander were introduced. Sadder Khan Talks with Secretary of War, the first war concluded that 10,000 USD Khans did not pay money as compensation for accident shalil. This amount will be borrowed from the commandant of the garrison of the Imperial Bank of harassment. To be distributed among the injured and the families of the victims, Secretary of War agreed to notify the public that Bakhtiar not blame the financial crisis intensified again. Khan had no such power to the military. Bakhtiar tolerance and brutal rule of the Khans of fear withdrew. Finally, after negotiations and bargaining. Khans represented by the Secretary of War and the central government, British ambassador to Iran Sir Persil Lorraine parties agreed to pay 150,000 dollars. Saden Abad er tells in his memoirs ((Allah so we've worked for the Secretary of War and the Bakhtiar Khans until got))

The nectarine is a map of pre-incident plan was Bakhtiar were caught in the trap of this plan. For suppression to Khans because they said that Reza Khan sent a battleship group to suppress you. On the other hand, under the guise of a military group took a trip to the province entered territory Bakhtiar Khans. England policy is ambiguous with respect to this incident is inevitable. For the government to oil fields in the soil Bakhtiar not is accessed. Bakhtiar was stimulated to attack the troops. On the other hand, because the British could not for a long time into Khans brieve. The tribe provoke massive military spending and to pay the cost of maintenance of oil wells. Shalil with something that Khan was looking forward to this opportunity to destroy the Bakhtiar Khans, Get the Bakhtiar Khans were British hands. And finally, not wanting to pass Bakhtiar government troops and territory, Sheikh Chasmal stimulation to prevent government troops in Khuzestan, The British plot to get rid of the Khans and multiply the gang show And tact and pre-planning by Shalil event was led by Reza Khan and his agents (Charles , 2008).

Conclusions

Reza Bakhtiar tribe was heavy with ads claiming compensation against Bakhtiar wide, the masses of men, to undermine the credibility of the public and the central government to set up and charged with rebellion. And Khan place with shalil crisis and the impact that these events have had on public opinion and political figures and intellectuals against the Bakhtiar Khans and they did. Without taking into account the presence and support Bakhtiar of the Iranian Constitutional Movement, Could not prove they were wicked, lawless and chaotic to be considered. But the crisis in the fortunes of his goals and policy direction shalil and Bakhtiar Khans always is more.
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